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THE ACADEMY OF VISUAL ARTS, FRANKFURT PRESENTS “VOLUMETRIC CLOTHING” 

New visualization method widens the perception of clothing in motion and revolutionizes the fashion sector’s point 
of sale

With “Volumetric Clothing” the Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt presents a visualization method that 
redefines how the wearing of clothing is visually experienced. Using an innovative method of information 
design, in which clothing and body movement are combined live in a video installation, the student 
Florin Weber creates a unique clothing experience. As such, the Frankfurt design academy presents an 
extraordinary 3D extension of the point of sale, which is particularly relevant for fashion brands and 
their customers’ shopping experience.

The “Volumetric Clothing” visualization method is the result of project work by the student Florin Weber, 
which originally set out to re-think sober dressing rooms. The result is the visionary combination of 
clothing and body movement that creates an interactive work of art. Based on a generative system, 
the regime created by the designer delivers ever new unique visuals that enable a particular aesthetic 
perception of the clothing: Every movement of the customer’s body is transmitted directly to the 3D 
sales room, which thus is continually filled with aesthetically impressive, graphic volumes.
The project is further proof of the high standard of the Academy of Visual Arts’ interdisciplinary teaching 
and of the visionary character of the students’ innovative work, which is of international significance.

Extension of the shopping experience
 
With particular relevance for sportswear, Florin Weber kitted out models in fashion from the “Stella 
McCartney for Adidas” range to implement the interactive system. The installation he developed links 
up the person wearing the clothing to a generative lattice structure, which visually is derived from the 
materiality of modern sport textiles. As such, the presentation of a collection becomes an interactive 
event. At the moment of the fitting, the unique visual result of the combination of individual clothing 
and the movement of one’s own body becomes a sale element that can be experienced and that is 
totally new in the fashion industry. This way fashion brands can considerably extend their point of sale 
and, by broadening the shopping experience, facilitate and influence their customers’ decision as to 
whether to make the purchase or not.

Design and technology 

A special tracking method records a person’s movement coordinates, as well as information about the 
color and texture of their clothing. The size, position and movement of the body silhouettes recorded 
determine the characteristics and appearance of a generative lattice structure, which interpret these 
parameters. Based on this, the colors, textures, and patterns of the clothing worn are projected on to the 
structure. This way real-time visuals are generated which broaden the aesthetic impact of clothing and 
open up a whole new experience to customers.
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INFORMATION FOR EDITORIAL STAFF: 

The Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt 
 
The state-recognized Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt practices a networked way of working that goes 
beyond the classic boundaries of disciplines. This makes it unique in the German higher education land-
scape. Together with artists, designers, humanists, computer scientists, architects and natural scientists, 
the students address aesthetic, philosophical, and technological questions and develop innovative design 
solutions.

The Academy combines teaching with research assignments. Current practices with regard to form 
and discourse are discussed. New fields of application for design are also developed and promoted, and 
natural scientific methods and techniques integrated in the design process. The eight-semester, bilingual 
full-time course covers Textiles, Fashion, Law and Politics, Art, Culture, Society and Social Affairs. The 
course is based on a combination of teaching, research, and practice.

Founded by Carlo Ruppert in 1957 along the lines of the Bauhaus, the Academy has established itself both
in and outside Germany. In close cooperation with partners from culture and business, it takes the ever 
growing significance of design into account. 

The Academy of Visual Arts regularly publishes papers that result from its work processes and questions 
it has addressed. These include “Sprachkörper II: Mode” (Linguistic body II, fashion) by Seyyal and Tomaso 
Carnetto, which Trademark Publishing released in 2014. 

Florin Weber

Florin Weber comes from Frankfurt and is in the eighth semester of his Communication Design course 
at the Academy of Visual Arts. Whilst still studying he is already working on commissions for renowned 
companies. He is fascinated by a methodical approach, particularly generative design. 

Tomaso Carnetto 

Tomaso Carnetto studied Communication Design before working on a freelance basis in the fields of 
conception, design, and journalism. Parallel to numerous design theory and practice teaching assign-
ments Tomaso Carnetto developed the basis of teaching at the Academy of Visual Arts, Frankfurt, of 
which, together with Seyyal Carnetto, he has been Artistic Director since 2007. He played a major role 
in defining an approach involving the transfer of language (poetry, literature) to interdisciplinary design 
processes. Tomaso Carnetto is the author of numerous publications, the most recent of which are: 
“Sprachkörper I, zur Verhältnismäßigkeit zwischen Denken und Gestalten” (2012) (Linguistic body I, on 
the proportionality between thought and design), “Sprachkörper II, Mode” ( Linguistic body II, fashion) 
(2014), “Drawing” (2015), and “Lectures” (2015).  

Seyyal Carnetto 

Seyyal Carnetto studied Communication Design and has since explored, in theory and practice, design,
art, fashion and poetry. In 2007, after numerous teaching assignments at the Academy of Visual Arts, 
Frankfurt she, together with Tomaso Carnetto, became its Artistic and Commercial Director, and developed 
new, interdisciplinary fields of study. The use of design in “Law and Politics” is regarded as a pilot 
project in Germany. Seyyal Carnetto co-authored with Tomaso Carnetto “Sprachkörper II, Mode” (2014) 
and “01.04.1915 - 30.04.1915 - eine sprachliche Transnotation staatlicher Dokumente zum Völkermord 
an den Armeniern”(01.04.1915 – 30.04.1915 – a linguistic transcription of state documents relating to 
the Armenian genocide) (2015).
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Brand. Kiosk
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